
Exploring who we are 
can be done in a 

really thoughtful way 
through the use of 

self-portraits. Here 
are some ideas you  
may want to try at 

home.





1. Cut a plastic wallet in half and tape it 
onto a mirror

2. Looks into the mirror and draw your 
face

3. To make it into a continuous line 
drawing, just don't take the pen off!





You will need:

• 2 cups of plain flour
• 1 cup of salt
• 1 cup of water
• 1 baking tray per person (you may want 

to oil them to help remove the portrait)
• An extra small cup of water to help 

features stick on



1. Measure out plain flour, salt and water. 
2. Combine all the ingredients together to make a 
soft dough.
3. Shape the dough carefully to create your self 
portrait- you may want to use a mirror for this.
5. When you are happy with your portrait, bake in 
the oven at about 150 degrees. It should take 2-3 
hours and should be checked on regularly (adult 
supervision needed with this).
6. Once the salt dough has cooled, you can choose 
to paint your portrait.





1. On a plain piece of A4 paper, draw a self 
portrait.

2. Cut the the face and features.
3. Place the face and features on cardboard, 

draw around each one and cut out.
4. Using felt-tip pens or paint colour in each part 

and stick together.

You could make this portrait even more 
interesting by using recycled materials for the 
features on the face- e.g. milk bottle lids for the 
nose.



You could create a portrait 
by simply using colour 
pencils, felt-tips or crayons. 
Use whatever you have in 
your home. 



Create a self-portrait on a 
pebble! All you need is a 

stone and a black felt-tip 
pen.



You can download this resource from 
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/home-learning-resourcesand 

explore our other #homelearning resources. 

Hope you have a good day and 
remember to keep talking!
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